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(image credit: Niantic) Pokemon Go A Drive To Investigate is the latest in-game ticket Pokemon Go event, after Colossal Discovery featured a few months ago. Of course, now most people are stuck indoors, so Niantic has made Pokemon Go A Drive to investigate tasks just to complete without leaving your own home. The award for this special Genesect event is one of the mythical Pokemon from Gen V,
so it's worth completing when you get the chance. Here's a complete guide to Pokemon Go A Drive to investigate special investigations. Pokemon Go Go Start (en) Pokemon Go Millennial Dream (en) Pokemon Go Alarm situation (en) Pokemon Go Looming in the shadow of Pokemon Go Rocket straight to victory (en) Pokemon Go Colossal Discovery (en) Pokemon Go Drive to investigate (en) Pokemon
Go A Mega Discovery How to start Pokemon Go To Investigate It will be available until 10 p.m. (10 p.m.) on March 23, local time. It will cost you $7.99, but you don't need to complete all the tasks before that time. As long as you have purchased a ticket, you will be able to take your finishing time from special research. Here are all Pokemon Go A Drive to investigate tasks as well as some tips for completing
them. Pokemon Go A Drive to Investigate Tasks (1/5)Battle another trainer five times (1000 Stardust)Catch 25 Normal Type Pokemon (three rare candies)Give your Buddy one pleasure (Trubbish encounters)Amazon Prime Day deals: see all the best deals right now! Awards: Genesect Cap, five premium raid passes, Pinsir encounterFairly just from the start. You can fight another coach five times easily by
simply completing one round of Pokemon Go Fighting League, which currently does not have any entry restrictions due to the coronavirus crisis. To catch 25 normal-type Pokemon in record time, make sure you bought a package of 30 incenses for one coin in the store. Again, this special offer is available due to current global circumstances, and each incense will last for an hour, making one Pokemon
appear as soon as you are caught last. You will hit 25 Normal Type Pokemon anytime at all. Pokemon Go A Drive To Investigate Tasks (2/5) Power up to five Pokemon (1000 Stardust)Catch 25 Fire-type Pokemon (three rare candies)Send three gifts to friends (Karrablast Encounters) Awards: Three Charge TMs, three super incubators, Skarmory encounterPick five Pokemon you have a glut of candy for
and you'll perform the first task without problems. Again on the second, load on the incense and you'll be good to go. For the third task, you will unfortunately need to get out of the house to get three gifts if you are not lucky enough to live within a touching pokestop distance. make sure to maintain social distance and don't stay outside longer than necessary if you do you it's while the pandemic continues.
Pokemon Go A Drive To Investigate Tasks (3/5)Transfer of three Pokemon (1000 Stardust)Catch 25 water-type Pokemon (three rare candy)Hatch Egg (Shelmet Encounter) Awards: Genesect Bag, Three Incense, Scizor encounterOnce again, the first two tasks are simple - use incense again to catch 25 water-type Pokemon - but the egg hatch, you probably need to leave. That is, if you have roomba you
can tie your phone in order to accumulate some distance. Pokemon Go A Drive To Investigate Tasks (4/5) Make three big throws (1000 Stardust)Catch 25 Electric Type Pokemon (three rare candies)Play with your buddy (Kabuto Encounters) Awards: Genesect Encounters, Three Fast TMs, Glacial LureProbably the easiest set of the three yet. Use Nanab berries if you are struggling to get big throws, and
use incense again to find an electric type of Pokemon. At this point, when you're rewarded with Genesect encounters, so make sure you use Pinap Berry on it to get as many candies as possible! Pokemon Go A Drive To Investigate Tasks (5/5) Battle Team Leader Three Times (1000 Stardust)Catch 25 Ice-Type Pokemon (three Rare Candy)Take three shots of Genesect (Durant Encounters) Awards: 10
Genesect Candy, One Poffin, Three Star PiecesTo Fight Team Leader, Just Head Over into the Combat Section Then Scroll to the Bottom to Find Three Team Leaders. Open the camera to take pictures of Genesect and the vual! You have completed Pokemon Go A Drive to investigate special investigations. Pokemon Go Tips (en) Pokemon Go Pokedex (en) Pokemon Go Best Pokemon Go (en) Trade
Pokemon Go Regional (en) Pokemon Go Brilliant List of Pokemon Go Raids (en) Legends of Pokemon Go Elements of Evolution Pokemon Go Sinnoh Stones (en) Pokemon Go Unova Stones (Ru) Pokemon Go Eevee Evolution (en) Pokemon Go Ditto (en) Pokemon Go Battle League (en) Pokemon Go Team Rocket (en) Pokemon Go Remote Raid Pass (en) How to change command in Pokemon Go
Pokemon Go Mega Evolution (en) Pokemon Go cheats Source: Niantic Genesect, mythical bug and steel type of Pokemon, returns to Pokemon Go. During Pokemon Go Fest 2020, trainers around the world worked hard to meet every challenge by opening three weeks of events. The third and final week is Unov Week, during which Genesect will take on the legendary raids. So you better start training your
team now. We have everything you need to know to take over this mythical Pokemon! Who's the iesect? Source: Pokemon company Mythical Pokemon revived from fossils, Genesect has been brought in to the modern era by scientists working on the infamous plasma team. These scientists were not satisfied to simply resurrect Pokemon that had been extinct for 300 million years; they have also added
technological updates to the mythical Pokemon. These Include a gun on the back that can in-house different types of drives. These drives change the type of their signature move: Techno Blast; However, Pokemon Go did not include Drives or his signature move yet, making it very easy to raid. What are the best counters? Like bug and steel type Pokemon, Genesect has only one weakness, but it's big.
Genesect deals quad-core damage from Fire-type attacks. This is good news as there are many really strong types of fire as well as a few strong Pokemon with fire-type attacks that can fill as well. Until now, Genesect can only do bug, steel, and normal type of damage, leaving most of its counters in great shape for this raid. Reshiram Source: Pokemon Company's Legendary Fire and Dragon type,
Reshiram is fairly new to Pokemon Go and has been released for it only to run in raids during a global pandemic so many players don't have this Pokemon or enough candy to power it. However, if you have Reshiram, this is the best non-shadow Pokemon for this raid. It is resistant to Bug and Steel attacks, and none of its weaknesses have anything to do with this fight. If you bring Reshiram, you want him
to know Fire Fang and overheating. Chandelure Source: Pokemon Company Fire and Ghost Type, Chandelure is also an excellent counter for Genesect and much more can be obtained. With its fire-like moveset, Fire Spin and overheating, and its resistance to all Genesect possible moves, if you have Chandelure, bring it. Thanks to the litwick being featured in both Halloween and Pokemon Go Fest 2020,
many players can bring Chandelure to this raid. Darmanitan Source: Pokemon Company Is Pretty New to Pokemon Go, Darmanitan is a fiery type of Pokemon from the Gen v Unova area. Although it has a gallary version and a kinky unreleased forme, you'll want the original Darmanitan to battle Genesect. It resists the bug and become the type of attacks as well, so it will last for a while. If you bring
Darmanitan to this raid, you will want it to know the fangs of fire and overheating. Moltres Source: Pokemon company Legendary Pokemon from Gen I, Moltres performs very well in this raid. It has resistance to bugs and steel type moves and no flaws Genesect can exploit. Moltres has been available in numerous raids, breakthrough research awards, and both legendary Pokemon Shadows, so most players
have a few. Fire Spin and Overheating is the engine you want. Blaziken Source: Pokemon Company's Ultimate Evolution Gen III Fire Starter, Blaziken is a fire and fight type that has been readily available and has its own Community Day, so you've probably had a few meals already. It has bug resistance and steel, and has no weaknesses for Genesect to use. Fire Spin and Blast Burn is the moveset you
want. Heatran Source: Pokemon Company's Legendary Pokemon, which was only available for limited raid events, Heatran is a fire and steel type that works great against Genesect. It's resistant to type-type attacks. Bug and Steel, making it one of the most surviving Pokemon on the list. If you bring Heatran to this fight, you want him to know Fire Spin and Flamethrower. Charizard Source: Supplied The
company Final Evolution Gen I Fire Starter, Charizard performs very well against Genesect. It is resistant to attacks such as Error and Steel and has no weaknesses Genesect can exploit. Being available from day one, in raids, and the star of their own community day, most players have whole teams powered by Charizards. Fire Spin and Blast Burn is the moveset you want your Charizard to know. Entea's
source: The Pokemon Company while Entey is a legendary Pokemon, it was available in raids as a research breakthrough reward, and even as the Shadow team of Legendary Pokemon Giovanni. Entei also boasts resistance bug, steel, fire, and ice-type moves. If you bring Entei into this fight, you want him to know Fire Spin and overheating. Flareon Source: Pokemon Company Fire Type Eeveelution,
Flareon was available from day one in spawning, raids, and more. Most players have several Flareons and more than enough Eevee Candy to power them. Being a pure type of Fire, it boasts resistance to Genesect's Bug and Steel type of moves and has no weaknesses the Paleozoic Pokemon can use. You want your Flareon to know Fire Spin and overheating for this fight. Infernape Source: Pokemon
Company's Other Fire Starter, Infernape is also a fire and fight type that has had Community Day treatment. It's not quite as strong as Blaziken, but still makes for a great Genesect counter. You want your Infernape to know Fire Spin and Blast Burn. Victini Source: Pokemon Company is brand new to Pokemon Go, players who participated in Pokemon Go Fest 2020 had the opportunity to earn Victini by
completing the rocket straight to victory. This little mythical Pokemon is a psychic and fiery type who resists Genesect bug and steel type moves. More generally, a fast attack is not ideal for Victini, however, because Genesect is resistant to mental type attacks, you want to pair a quick attack with a signature Move Victini, V-Create. Backups? While most players can come up with whole teams of excellent
counters for Genesect, there are many good backup windows as well. If you have a gap in your team, Consider any of the following: Magmortar with fire spin and fire Blast Arkanin with fire canine and flamethrower Typhlosion with Amber and Blast Burn Salamence with Fire Fang and Fire Blast Emboar with Amber and Heat Wave Houndoom with Fire Fang and Fire Blast Mewtwo with Psycho Cut and
flamethrower ninetales with fire spin and overheating Torkoal with fire spin and overheating Ho-O with extrasensory and Fire Blast Shadow Pokemon Rebalance Shadow Pokemon Rescued from the GO Rocket team to make them excellent glass cannons. Not only their statistics are increased, but during special events you can change moves. If you happen to have any of the following Pokemon with the
right moveset, they will work very In this raid: Shadow Moltres Moltres Entei Shadow Charizard Shadow Arcanine Shadow Magmortar Shadow Salamence Shadow Houndoom Shadow Mewtwo Shadow Ninetails Note: Shadow Moltres and Shadow Entei outperform all other Pokemon in the list of the best counters. Shadow Charizard, Shadow Of Arkanin, Shadow Magmortar, and Shadow Salamens also
perform on par with other best counters. How many players does it take to defeat Genesect? Genesect is not a particularly difficult raid. None of the best counters are weak for any of genesect moves, and the same goes for most backup. With a shadow of Pokemon rebalancing, a pair of high-level trainers can easily complete this raid. If you are lower or do not have the best counters, you may need a little
more batch. While the weather conditions are not of huge importance in this raid due to most Genesect counters resisting most of their attacks, Partly Cloudy Weather will enhance normal type of Genesect moves, Rainy Weather will enhance its bug-type moves, and snow will stimulate its steel-type moves. Sunny/clear weather will boost your counters' fire-type attacks. Questions? Do you have any
questions to counteract Genesect? Any advice for fellow coaches? Find us the comment below, and be sure to check out our Full Pok'dex as well as our numerous Pokemon Go Guides so you too can become a Pokemon master! Master! how to get genesect pokemon go. how to get genesect in pokemon black. how to get genesect in pokemon ultra sun. how to get genesect in pokemon sun. how to get
genesect drives pokemon go. how to get genesect in pokemon black 2. how to get genesect in pokemon y. how to get genesect 2020
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